Dr Anderson and Dr Johnson (November 2000 JRSM, pp. 557±562) conclude from their data that the health risks of participating in a well-planned expedition do not differ from those encountered at home during normal active life. Within the context of the article, their de®nition of an expedition is a good oneÐ`an organized journey or voyage for a speci®c purpose'. But it also includes many package tours. Let me describe an incident in early 1999.
After ten strenuous days on trek in the mountains my party was staying at a resort in the Royal Chitwan Game Park, 4 hours by road from Kathmandu and reachable only by jeep or truck (or elephant in the rainy season) via 2 km of river bed. Came the tap on the shoulder that every doctor dreads:`Excuse me, doctor, but I wonder if you could come and help us'. The patient was slumped at a nearby table in a party of elderly people. He was an Austrian aged 68, diabetic but carrying neither insulin nor pills (though, according to his wife, his doctor had advised him to do so). Fortunately, there was an Austrian nurse on hand to translate, unconnected with the party in question. He was on anticoagulants after recent major arterial surgery and was also receiving treatment for hypertension, heart failure and a gastric ulcer. The relevant pills had been transferred to`non-medical' containers and could not be identi®ed. His Glucometer could not be made to work, but we found some paper test strips among his possessions which con®rmed our impression that he was hypoglycaemic. He responded well to correction of his blood sugar but then deteriorated sharply and seemed to have had a stroke. We considered the optionsÐto do nothing, or to attempt evacuation to hospital. The decision was effectively taken for us, because the resort did not want the patient to remain and possibly die there. I leave to readers' imagination the dif®culties of transferring the heavy and uncooperative patient, in darkness, ®rst by chair and then by jeep and minibus, to the nearest hospital as he became more deeply unconscious. Eventually he was taken to a larger hospital in Kathmandu, where he died.
Exotic holidays are now being marketed aggressively to the older age group, who have time and money to spare. The advertisements sometimes give the impression that this is just another package tour, with ®rst-world medical care to hand. They do not say that help may be hours away. Some insurance companies do require a declaration of good health; it is hard to believe that our Austrian patient, if he had revealed his history, would have been covered for travel to such a remote place. By the same token, it is wrong for large organizations to rely on fellow travellers to get their clients out of trouble. The Nepalese resort clearly had no contingency plans for such a major emergency. Three of us attended the patient during his transfer to the local hospital; the Austrian nurse and I lost a night's stay in the resort; and the party I was leading also suffered. Perhaps the worst part of our experience was the reaction of the resort management, whose interest was limited to getting the patient off their premises.
The big foreign tour operators must tighten up on the suitability of clients for such tours, and make sure that resorts have adequate plans for medical emergencies. 
Why doctors get angry in Crown Courts
In his valuable essay (July 2000 JRSM, pp. 387±388) barrister Andrew Campbell-Tiech writes:`The real problem is the system, adversarial at heart. It is not a search for truth'. To solve the problem, it helps to know where it came from. Chief Judge Richard Posner says the legal system derives from a small mediaeval craft guild or cartel whose members were mainly interested in money and status; the guilds, he says,`were devices for maximising the net earnings of their members' 1 . The basic problem is the nature of justice. Former Justice Russell Fox says:
. . . the meaning which approximates most closely to it is`F airness'' . . . the public estimation must be correct, that justice matches with the truth' 2 . The cartel's post-November 1215 decision not to march with truth facilitated later anti-truth devices, including the adversary system, which is de®ned as one controlled by lawyers who can thus maximize their net earnings: judges have to make do with status.
Lawyers began to get control of civil litigation about 1450 but the criminal adversary system is barely 200 years old. From 1800, defence barristers effectively made it a getthe-guilty-off game via such truth-defeating devices as concealing relevant evidence and the`reasonable doubt' formula, which jurors do not understand: former Justice Christopher Wright believes it results in wrong not-guilty verdicts in 25% of cases.
The community's witnesses, including doctors, have melancholy experience of techniques designed to pollute truth and create doubtÐbullying, requiring yes or no answers, twisting words, tricks to force agreement that black is white. As Fox QC says, justice means fairness, and fairness requires a search for truth: Parliament should legislate to return control to judges trained for the ®rst time in techniques of seeking the truth.
